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ABSTRACT
Coupling effect due to line-to-line capacitance is of serious con-
cern in timing analysis of circuits in ultra deep submicron CMOS
technology. Often coupling delay is strongly dependent on tem-
poral correlation of signal switching in relevant wires. Temporal
decorrelation by shifting timing window can alleviate performance
degradation induced by tight coupling. This paper presents an algo-
rithm for minimizing circuit delay through timing window modu-
lation in dual Vt technology. Experimental results on the ISCAS85
benchmark circuits indicate that the critical delay will be reduced
significantly when low Vt is applied properly.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Coupling effect is becoming a major concern in high perfor-

mance circuit design in ultra deep sub-micron (UDSM) technology.
Coupling capacitance accounts for as much as 70% of the total wire
capacitance for adjacent wires with minimum spacing [7]. Such
coupling capacitance leads to significant deviations between actual
and nominal timing responses, power consumptions and functional
behaviors.

There has been much research on analyzing a crosstalk effect on
waveforms, peak voltage and delay variation. Effective coupling
capacitance is characterized by using a lumped RC model [5], a
quadratic model [2] or a general model considering fringing ef-
fect [8]. As coupling capacitance becomes the dominant part of
the total wire load capacitance in UDSM technology, the intercon-
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Figure 1: Coupling delay reduction in a critical net by timing
window shifting in the potential aggressor net.

nect delay can vary by several hundred percents depending on the
switching activity of nearby lines [8]. Delay variation due to cou-
pling effect has been studied in CTX [14], TACO for static tim-
ing analysis [1], waveform iteration strategy [9] and dynamically
bounded delay model [10]. Coupling-aware delay optimization
aims to reduce critical path delays by mitigating coupling effect
in critical nets. This paper proposes a method to reduce signal in-
teractions so that coupling delay in critical path can be minimized.

The example in Figure 1 illustrates how critical path delay can be
shortened by manipulating the timing windows. Suppose that there
are a critical net v driven by a weak driver and a potential aggres-
sor net a driven by a strong driver. The timing window represents
the earliest and latest transition times, where the unshaded region is
the delay due to intrinsic gate and interconnection and the shaded
region accounts for the delay variation due to coupling. Coupling
delay in net v is reduced when the timing window of the potential
aggressor net a is shifted from � ta1 � ta2 � to � ta

�
1 � ta

�
2 � . The

latest coincident switching time for the two nets changes to ta
�
2 af-

ter accelerating the signal transitions in net a. Now that maximum
coupling takes place at ta

�
2, coupling delay in the critical net v de-



creases by ∆τv to tv
�
. To sum up, speedup in the non-critical path

leads to delay reduction in the critical path. To engineer timing
window of a net, we use the dual threshold voltage technique.

2. DUAL THRESHOLD VOLTAGE TECH-
NIQUE

Dual threshold voltage (Vt ) technology has been developed to
improve performance with two different threshold voltages, namely
high-threshold and low-threshold [6]. Low Vt devices switch faster
than their high Vt counterparts. Thus, low Vt devices can be used
to meet tight delay budget. However, low Vt devices are more sen-
sitive to noise sources because the logic trip point is lower than
high Vt devices. When the gate voltage is below the threshold volt-
age in weak-inversion regime, a diffusion current flows from drain
to source when drain-to-source voltage is non-zero. This current is
called subthreshold current that depends exponentially on threshold
voltage. The subthreshold current of transistors is a major source of
leakage power consumption in sleep mode. The leakage power of a
circuit is represented by the sum of the leakage power consumption
by all transistors such that

Pleak � ∑
u
�

V
Isub � VDS

where Isub is the subthreshold leakage current and VDS is the drain-
source voltage of the transistor. One can model the subthreshold
leakage current of a MOSFET from BSIM MOS transistor model [13]
by

Isub � µ0Cox
Weff

Leff

�
kT
q � 2

e1 � 8e
q

n � kT � VGS � Vt 	�
 1 � e  qVDS
kT �

where Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area, Weff and Leff
are effective channel width and effective channel length, respec-
tively, µ0 is the zero bias mobility, n

�
is the subthreshold swing

coefficient of the transistor, kT is the thermal energy, q is the mag-
nitude of electronic charge, and VGS is the gate-source voltage of
the transistor.

Therefore, low Vt devices should be appropriately deployed in
order to maximize performance while minimizing significant power
and noise sensitivity penalties. Backward breadth first search heuris-
tics are employed to minimize leakage power dissipation by apply-
ing high Vt to gates off the critical paths in [16]. In order to identify
a maximal feasible subset of gates that can be replaced by high
threshold voltage without increasing circuit delay, a circuit graph
enumeration technique was proposed in [15]. Slack equalization
algorithm is used to maximize power reduction based on maximal
independent set in [3].

Most of the leakage power optimization techniques are based on
static timing analysis to compute slack information. Static tim-
ing analysis employs path-centric methodology where the worst
case delay of all possible paths in a circuit is carefully investigated.
However, conventional static timing analysis is limited to the path
delay computation only, thus the impact of coupling on delay vari-
ation is not taken into account.

This paper presents an algorithm to determine that low Vt can be
applied to devices in order to minimize the longest path delay based
on coupling-aware timing analysis. Initially, all the transistors in a
circuit have high Vt configuration to minimize leakage power con-
sumption associated with low Vt devices. We apply low Vt not only
to gates in the critical path but also to gates off the critical path
that affect the circuit delay through coupling effect. Thus the crit-
ical path is reduced by using the approach as shown in Figure 1.
In summary, dual Vt technique is used to shift the timing window

so that temporal correlations in the critical nets are minimized to
optimize the circuit performance.

First, coupling effect on delay is analyzed with respect to the rel-
ative timing windows. Then, we propose an algorithm to optimize
performance by using low Vt devices.

3. COUPLING-INDUCED DELAY CHARAC-
TERIZATION

3.1 Coupling-Aware Static Timing Analysis
To analyze the temporal behavior of a combinational circuit, we

employ two graphs: a circuit graph G and an adjacency graph Ga.
A combinational circuit is represented by a directed acyclic graph
G ��� V � E � . A node v � V represents a gate in the circuit. There is
an edge � v � q ��� E if the output signal of node v is fed directly as an
input of node q. A node v in a circuit graph G is weighted by the
intrinsic gate delay d � v � .

The adjacency graph Ga ��� Va � Ea � is an undirected graph which
represents physical neighborhood of relevant wires when there is
finite coupling capacitance between the wires. A node nvq � Va
represents an edge � v � q ��� E in the circuit graph, namely, a wire
connecting gate v and gate q. There is an edge � nvq � nar ��� Ea if the
wire connecting gate v and q is physically adjacent to the wire con-
necting gate a and r with a certain coupling capacitance. Wire delay
w � v� q � is assigned to the node nvq � Va in the adjacency graph.

Wire delay accounts for both intrinsic wire delay ωvq due to
line-to-substrate capacitance and coupling delay, namely speedup
κ � nvq � or slowdown τ � nvq � , due to line-to-line capacitance. We
define maximum wire delay wmax � v� q � and minimum wire delay
wmin � v� q � such that

wmax � v� q � � ωvq ��� τmax � nvq � � �
wmin � v� q � � ωvq � � κmax � nvq � �

where τmax (κmax) is the maximum slowdown (speedup) due to
coupling, referred to as maximum coupling-induced slowdown (speedup),
which will be defined later. We assume that intrinsic gate delay and
intrinsic wire delay have been predetermined.

We define arrival time, required time and slack time with refer-
ence to clock edge as follows.

Definition 1. The arrival timing window � ATmin � v � � ATmax � v � �
for node v in a circuit graph defines the earliest path delay and the
latest path delay from the primary inputs to v such that

ATmin � v � � min
i
�

FI � v 	 � ATmin � i � � wmin � i � v � � di � v ���
ATmax � v � � max

i
�

FI � v 	 � ATmax � i � � wmax � i � v � � di � v ���
where FI � v � is a set of fanin nodes of node v and di � v � is the pin-to-
pin gate delay from the input i of gate v to the output of gate v. The
required time RT � v � is the latest time the signal must be available
at the output of v such that

RT � v � � min
j
�

FO � v 	 � RT � j ��� wmax � v� j ��� dv � j ��� �

where FO � v � is a set of fanout nodes of node v. The slack time
ST � v � is defined as the time gap between required time and maxi-
mum arrival time such that

ST � v � � RT � v ��� ATmax � v ���
Definition 2. If all the nodes in a circuit have non-negative slack

time, then the circuit is said to be safe.
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Figure 2: Equivalent circuit for coupling delay analysis.

3.2 Coupling-Induced Delay Analysis
We define time skew as relative arrival time between two nodes.

Definition 3. The time skew window � zmin � v � a � � zmax � v� a � �
for node v and node a defines minimal and maximal difference in
the arrival time of node v with respect to that of node a as in [11]
such that

zmin � v� a � � ATmin � v ��� ATmax � a � �
zmax � v� a � � ATmax � v ��� ATmin � a ���

Slowdown of signal switching in wire � v� q � due to coupling from
wire � a � r � is denoted τ � nvq � nar � , while κ � nvq � nar � denotes coupling-
induced speedup.

Coupling-induced delay is analyzed based on the configuration
shown in Figure 2. Input signals are in exponential forms. With
various time skew z, voltage characteristic of the victim node is
represented by [4]

V � t � z � � Vexp � t � z ��� U � t � z �
x ��� b� w � 1

x � � � w � u � � ew � t � z 	
� b� u � 1

x � � � u � w � � eu � t � z 	
� b� u � 1

x � � � w � 1
x � � e z  t

x �
where Vexp � t � z � is voltage characteristic of victim node without
signal interaction, U � t � is a unit step function, x and y are in-
put waveform constants, b � Cm � � RaCt � , f � � Cm � Cv � � � RaCt � ,
Ct � CmCa � CmCv � CaCv, and u and w are solutions of impedance
characteristic function

s2 � s

�
Ra � Cm � Ca � � Rv � Cm � Cv �

RaRvCt � � 1
RaRvCt

� 0 �
Then, coupling-induced delay is defined as

τ � z � � t � V � 0 � 5Vdd ��� t � Vexp � 0 � 5Vdd �
Figure 3 shows coupling-induced slowdown with various time

skew window z. The ratio between the coupling capacitance and
the parallel-plate capacitance is set to four in 0.18µm technology.
There are several important observations. Maximum coupling-induced
slowdown happens when the signal in the aggressor node switches
almost at the same time as the transition in the victim node. Cou-
pling effect decreases gradually with lagging aggressor signal switch-
ing, while decreases sharply with leading aggressor signal switch-
ing. Coupling-induced slowdown is so significant that peak coupling-
induced slowdown of 43ps is comparable to the intrinsic delay of
50ps without any coupling.

The maximum slowdown value is determined by both the coupling-
induced slowdown function and the time skew window. Based on
the HSPICE simulation in Figure 3, we assume that the coupling-
induced delay over the time skew is uni-modal. A binary semaphore
α denotes whether a given time skew window includes a time skew
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Figure 3: Delay variation associated with relative arrival time,
with Ca = Cv and Cm � Ca � 4. The turn-on resistance Ra and
Rv for drivers are determined such that the rising time or the
falling time are set to 50ps without coupling effect.

zM corresponding to maximum coupling-induced slowdown such
that

α ��� 1 zmin � zM and zmax � zM

0 otherwise

Now suppose that two wires, � v� q � and � a � r � , have certain cross-
coupling such that � nvq � nar ��� Ea.

Definition 4. Maximum coupling-induced slowdown τmax � nvq � nar �
for a signal in wire � v� q � due to signal switching in wire � a � r � over
a time skew window � zmin � v� a � � zmax � v� a � � is defined

τmax � nvq � nar � � max � τ � zmin � v� a ��� � τ � zmax � v� a ��� � ατM � v� a �
	
where τM is the maximum delay degradation which is predeter-
mined by physical, electrical and topological factors of effective
coupling capacitance.

Figure 4 shows examples of timing windows and their associ-
ated coupling delay. There are two nets neighboring each other.
Suppose that net v is a critical net, and its slack time is zero. Fig-
ure 4(a) illustrates that the two timing windows are overlapped and
α � 1, namely zmin is less than zM while zmax is greater than zM .
Because the relative window spectrum includes zM , maximum cou-
pling delay in critical net v is τM . Meanwhile, Figure 4(b) shows
a left-shifted timing window of non-critical net a. Associated time
skew window results in α � 0. Thus the maximum coupling delay
in critical net v is now τ � zmax � which is smaller than τM .

THEOREM 1. With an assumption that coupling effect on tim-
ing due to multiple aggressors is linearly additive1, maximum coupling-
induced slowdown in wire � v� q � is bounded by

max� nvq � nar 	 � Ea

τmax � nvq � nar � � τmax � nvq �
τmax � nvq � � ∑� nvq � nar 	 � Ea

τmax � nvq � nar �
1In practice, the coupling-induced slowdown from multiple aggres-
sors can be represented by a supra-linear function, which can be
readily applied to this theorem.
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Figure 4: Timing windows and coupling delay : (a) maximum
coupling delay = τM with α � 1, (b) maximum coupling delay =
τ � zmax � with α � 0.

where the signal in wire � a � r � is temporally correlated to the signal
in wire � v � q � which is represented by � nvq � nar � � Ea.

We adopt a conservative upper limit to compute max-delay. Sim-
ilarly, maximum coupling-induced speedup κmax is resolved to com-
pute minimum delay.

To guarantee the safety of a circuit after delay variation, ef-
fective delay variation in both the victim node and the transitive
fanout nodes should be within their slack time. Upon decreasing
the gate delay in the aggressor node, the neighbor node is insensi-
tive to coupling if coupling delay variation ∆τ � 0. If ∆τ � 0, then
two nodes are temporally exclusive to each other. In other words,
such nodes are immune to crosstalk due to temporal independence.
Negative coupling delay variation is favorable for performance im-
provement. Particularly, if a neighbor node is in a critical path of
which slack time is less than or equal to zero, effective delay re-
duction can speed up the circuit. It is noteworthy that the longest
path delay in a circuit can be shortened by augmenting a specific
delay component in a part of the circuit. This is true because the
mitigation of effective coupling by reducing the temporal correla-
tion between signals can accelerate signal transitions in the critical
path.

4. PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION
The main idea for performance improvement is to minimize the

coupling effect in critical nets from adjacent non-critical nets. We
achieve our goal of coupling minimization by mitigating temporal
correlation between critical nets and potential aggressor nets. Tem-
poral correlation is represented by the time skew window. If inertial
gate delay decreases by lowering the threshold voltage, timing win-
dow can be shifted accordingly. Minimization of timing-window
overlaps can lead to temporal decorrelation and to reduction in cou-
pling delay eventually.

To formulate the problem of performance optimization, we as-
sume that gate u has delay dh � u � for a high threshold device and
delay dl � u � for a low threshold device. The inertial delay differ-

ence is referred to as delay gap denoted dhl � u ��� dh � u � � dl � u � .
Initially, all the gates in the circuit are configured with high

threshold devices to have minimum leakage power consumption.
Let N f denote a set of feasible nodes with high threshold devices.
Gates corresponding to feasible nodes can be switched to low thresh-
old devices. Our problem is to identify a subset of feasible nodes
such that threshold switching maximizes the minimum slack time
of the circuit by minimizing the coupling delay in the critical paths.

For each feasible node u, the performance sensitivity σ � u � rep-
resents the amount of reduction in critical path delay as a result of
low Vt application which is formally defined as

σ � u � � ∆STmin � dhl � u 	
where ∆STmin denotes the variation in minimum slack time of a
circuit.

Given a combinational circuit, a circuit graph G is built. We
assume that the given circuit has already been placed and routed,
thus concrete information for computing coupling effect between
wires is available and is represented by an adjacency graph Ga. For
each iteration, we identify a candidate set N

�
f
�

N f associated with
positive performance sensitivity.

Only a subset of the candidate node set can be simultaneously
switched to low threshold voltage, because delay variation of cer-
tain nodes depends on other nodes. Identifying such a subset of
candidate nodes which can be processed at the same time is ac-
complished using a sensitivity graph. A sensitivity graph Gs is an
undirected graph Gs � � V � Es � where a node corresponds to a gate
in the combinational circuit. Suppose that there exists a node w
such that timing variation in node u affects the timing characteris-
tics of the node w through coupling. If the node w is also sensitive
to timing change in node v, then there is an edge � u � v � � Es. An
edge � u � v � in a sensitivity graph implies that the two nodes u and v
are temporally correlated. To reflect the coupling effect on relative
timing window accurately, even though it is somewhat conservative
strategy, we switch threshold voltages at a time for nodes which
are temporally independent. Weighted by performance sensitivity,
a set of nodes is identified from the sensitivity graph Gs such that
the weighted sum of the nodes selected is maximum. The thresh-
old voltages for the selected nodes are updated to low. Delay and
slack updates are carried out for the timing window sensitive node
set and slack time sensitive node set, respectively. The procedure
terminates when there is no gain in performance improvement.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm for coupling-aware performance opti-

mization has been implemented and tested for the ISCAS85 bench-
mark circuits. The synthesis flow is shown in Figure 5. Each circuit
netlist given by a truth table format (BLIF format) was processed
based on technology independent optimization, then mapped using
the delay optimal option of SIS [12]. After placement and routing
have been carried out, accurate coupling information is available
for the estimation of circuit delay using a timing analysis tool. In
practice, threshold voltage switching can be realized by tagging
the devices for low Vt process. Thus, extracted physical configura-
tion such as net spacing between adjacent nets remains unchanged
through low Vt application.

Table 1 shows the normalized values for the delay time and sub-
threshold leakage current of the low Vt transistors with respect to
the high Vt transistors. Our experiment is based on these character-
istics. It needs to be noted that if all the transistors are changed into
low Vt devices, maximum circuit delay decrease is limited to 25%
according to Table 1.
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Table 1: Delay and leakage current for low and high threshold
voltage transistors (both delay and leakage current values are
normalized with respect to high Vt transistors).

Sub-threshold
Transistor type Delay time leakage current

High Vt 1.00 1.00
Low Vt 0.85 4.10

Table 2 shows the relative leakage power consumption and cir-
cuit delay for the ISCAS85 benchmark circuits. Initially, all the
circuits are implemented using high Vt devices only. Results for
power and delay shown in Table 2 are percentage values with re-
spect to those of the initial circuits. The power values account for
the total power consumption including dynamic power and leakage
power. The percentage of low Vt transistors after optimization is
shown in the column “Low Vt” and the results in column “CPU”
are computation time in seconds.

There are two sets of results. The results in column “Dual Vt”
correspond to circuit realizations with low Vt devices in the critical
paths only. During Vt substitution, coupling delay is not considered
as in conventional approaches. For example, the circuit ��������� has
longer critical path than all high Vt configuration, because gate de-
lay reduction ignoring coupling effect results in stronger temporal
correlation between critical nets and adjacent nets.

Another set of results in column “Coupling-aware dual Vt” corre-
sponds to the new approach we proposed. For each candidate gate
for performance improvement, it is guaranteed that Vt substitution
does not incur circuit delay increase via coupling. Thus, some of
gates with zero slack time are not converted to low Vt devices while
some of the gates adjacent to critical nets are switched to low Vt de-
vices. On the average, delay reduction is about 12.6 % compared
to all high Vt configuration.

6. CONCLUSION
Secondary effect on delay due to coupling becomes an important

issue in ultra deep submicron technology. As coupling capacitance
increases, coupling delay takes a significant portion of chip delay.
Coupling delay is strongly dependent on temporal correlation of
signal switching in relevant wires. Temporal decorrelation using
dual Vt technology was proposed in this paper. Low Vt devices
are faster than high Vt devices, but have higher leakage current in
standby mode. Appropriate threshold switching in gates in both

critical path and non-critical path is carried out to minimize cou-
pling delay in critical path. We proposed a new algorithm to contain
coupling delay by using timing window shifting technique. Exper-
imental results for ISCAS85 benchmark circuits show that proper
low Vt application reduces the circuit delay significantly.

In this paper, our approach focused on maximum circuit delay.
However, minimum delay for hold time constraint becomes impor-
tant in high performance circuit design. Our algorithm can be mod-
ified and readily applied to maximize the minimum delay.
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